3M Industrial Adhesives & Tapes Division
3M Industrial Masking Tapes

A core range of numbered and
colour coded masking tapes

Introducing masking
made simple.
Now it’s easy to choose the best tape to get
the job done right.
3M offers a comprehensive range of Masking Tape products which have
varying technical properties ranging from basic general purpose to high
temperature resistance.
Designed and manufactured to the highest possible quality, our products
are typically used to mask, protect, enhance and modify surfaces to improve
their functionality.

Choosing the right
product for the job
is simple.

Performance

Our numbered and colour coded range
of products making it easy to select the
best product for your application.
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3M™ 101E Value
General Purpose
Masking Tape 60°C

3M™ 401E
Performance
Masking Tape 140°C

uu Reliable 3M branded masking
tape for a wide variety
of industrial applications.

uu Excellent balance between adhesive
transfer resistance and high
temperature holding power.

uu Good solvent resistance and
consistent unwind performance.

uu Superior paper anchorage and paint
flaking performance.

uu Ideal for many tasks including
paint masking, bundling, sealing,
attaching, labelling, decorating
and box sealing.

uu Smooth controlled unwind.

3M™ 201E Premium
General Purpose
Masking Tape 80°C
uu Suitable for general industrial
low temperature paint masking
applications paper masking tape
suitable for use in low temperature
bake ovens.
uu Good holding power and
resists lifting.

3M™ 501E Speciality
High Temperature
Masking Tape 160°C
uu Highest performing paper
masking product which will
perform up to 160°C.
uu Excellent balance between
adhesive transfer resistance and high
temperature holding power.
uu Can withstand repeat bake cycles and
is both moisture and solvent resistant.
uu Ideal for all high temperature paint
baking, fascia painting and pipe
coating applications.

3M™ 301E
Performance
Masking Tape 100°C
uu A moisture and solvent resistant
product for use in medium
temperature bake ovens.
uu A balanced product that can
withstand higher temperatures
up to 100°C and is also moisture
and solvent resistant.
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Learn more about 3M™ Industrial Masking Tapes at
www.3M.co.uk/MaskingMadeSimple or call 0870 60 800 50

Our recommendations on the use of our products are based on tests believed to be reliable but we would
ask that you conduct your own tests to determine their suitability for your applications. This is because
3M cannot accept any responsibility or liability direct or consequential for loss or damage caused as a result
of our recommendations.
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